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To summer sledges - family land
 

You are taken up Huggenberg mountain by an open chairlift.
After reaching the top you can either enjoy the wonderful
panoramic view at a typical austria restaurant or start action
directly. You will get a kind of bob and start sliding down the hill.
The track is about 1600 m long and has about 63 turns and one
little jump. It is an exciting but save run in a half pipe and you
can regulate speed by pushing or pulling the steering handle.
The minimum age for children to ride alone is 6 years. Younger
ones you just take in between your legs. The facility is closed
when bad weather or raining.

In the family leisure park  more than 40 attractions are waiting
for you. You will find something for children of all ages and even
for the parents, Tram Pole, pond, to climbing , slide tower,
Juggling bridge, besides offering lots of fun and thrills also train
your child Balance sense and sense for motion. Also there is a
fairly big zoo with small animals the children can touch and play
with so they also learn about this. All in all a place worth visiting.

 

Program Travelling
time Staying time

Pick up from the Hotel 09:00

Arival in Saalfelden 09:20 09:20 - 11:20

Drive to family contry 11:20 12:00 - 14:30

Drive back to the Hotel 14:30 - 15:30

 

You will choose you own destination? Or use our offers to
another time?

No problem! Please tell us your wishes and we make you an
seperate offer.

You wish a seperate offer, please click here.

 

 

Link: Sommerrodeln Biberg

Link: Familienland
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